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ABSTRACT 

The research started with concern on issue relevant to Internet ethics then delved into 
User experience (UX). Extremist YouTube videos (EYV) have been associated with the 
'Dark side' and young viewers are prone to the negative influence that comes with it. 
Under community guideline by YouTube, these videos are not appropriate for public 
viewing for containing violent content and may cause emotional discomfort. The videos 
may carry extreme message that moved the viewers emotionally through embedded part 
that calls for visual attention - also known as visual markers. Past literature has led to 
identification of three problem statements. Little attention on visual feature of the videos 
particularly towards understanding which may have influence on viewers' emotion. The 
knowledge on visual markers that have influence on viewers' emotion worth to be 
pursued since classification of the videos from affect perspective is overlooked. The 
lack in existing classifications of the videos might lead to more serious situation if not 
mitigated at early stage. This research formulated its framework based on KE 
methodology in order to achieve 4 objectives; to identify visual markers in EYV, to 
determine viewers' emotional responses upon watching EYV using KE method, to 
formulate an affective classification model of EYV and to evaluate the affective 
classification model of EYV. The research performed kansei evaluation experiment 
involving 20 video specimens, 62 emotional descriptors and 80 university students as 
the evaluation subjects during data collection. Multivariate analyses were performed to 
the collected data and based on the results, this research developed an affective 
classification model with three emotional dimensions; Offensive, Intrigue and 
Awkward. There are six unique visual markers through the three emotional dimensions. 
Confirmatory study was conducted to provide justification to the model. Four experts 
from different working background relevant to the research were interviewed. Results 
from confirmatory study agreed with the three emotional dimensions. An intriguing 
discovery where viewers responded with positive affects upon watching EYV in one of 
the emotional dimensions, could trigger an alarm for potential sympathizers, 
desensitization towards extremism and instances of extremism is breeding among 
young viewers. The results of the study can contribute to either domain with emphasis 
on UX for its applicability and methodology used. It would support research 
opportunities wherein information on visual marker and its attributes can be used to 
filter videos in effort to combat extremism. Although the outcomes were based on work 
under certain limitations, they lend some novelty by proposing affect in video 
classification. Future work could explore enhancing its applicability using wider scope 
of subjects, different sets of emotional descriptors or other aspects of visual markers. 
Additionally, practitioners could use the same information in producing videos capable 
of invoking emotion among the viewers. 
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